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participants. Patients and controls performed equally well and there were no effects of oxytocin
administration on the control task.
Discussion: Intact social cognitive abilities are associated with better functional outcomes in
individuals with schizophrenia. Our data highlight the potentially complex effects of oxytocin on
some but not all aspects of social cognition, and support the exploration of intranasal oxytocin as a
potential adjunct treatment to improve controlled social cognition in schizophrenia.
Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Social cognition, the ability to understand the thoughts and
intentions of others, is critical for effectively navigating the
social world. In fact, a range of social cognitive and affective
operations are required to understand other people’s mental
states and behavior (Olsson and Ochsner, 2008), and these
operations tend to be distinct from non-social cognition (Fett
etal., 2011).Patientswith schizophrenia (SZ)havewidespread
social cognitive deficits that interferewith social relationships
and impair occupational functioning (Fett et al., 2011). More-
over, social cognitivedeficits aremore strongly associatedwith
quality of life and functional outcomes than ‘‘positive’’ symp-
toms (e.g., hallucinations) or non-social cognition in SZ (Fett
et al., 2011; Mancuso et al., 2011). Unfortunately, current
antipsychotic treatments are ineffective in remediating social
cognitive deficits (Kucharska-Pietura and Mortimer, 2013).

Previous studies attempting to examine social cognition in
patients have often been hampered by the use of complex,
multifaceted tests measuring multiple aspects of social cog-
nition simultaneously. Advances in cognitive affective neu-
roscience have made it clear that understanding patient
behavior in this domain requires the use of constructs that
break social cognition down into subcomponents that reflect
distinct neurologic systems. A clear distinction has been
established during the past decade breaking socioemotional
processing down into automatic, ‘‘reflexive’’ versus con-
trolled, ‘‘reflective’’ dimensions (Lieberman, 2007). The
automatic system operates quickly and unconsciously, is
sensitive to subliminal cues, depends primarily on sensory
processing, learns slowly, and is associated with basic person
perception and immediate social cue detection (Bar et al.,
2006) as measured by such tests as the Reading the Mind in
the Eyes Test (RMET) (Bora et al., 2009). On the other hand,
the higher-level, reflective controlled processing system
operates on socioemotional information slowly and requires
reflective consciousness, is insensitive to subliminal cues,
depends on linguistic semantic processing, learns quickly,
and makes more complex inferences based on deliberations
performed over longer time periods (Lieberman, 2007).

Automatic social cognitive functions such as recognizing
emotional cues and sarcasm, and making rapid personalized
evaluations rely on anatomically discrete and phylogeneti-
cally ancient regions of the brain such as the medio-temporal
salience structures including the amygdala and latero-tem-
poral audiovisual integration areas (Rankin et al., 2009), as
well as ventromedial orbitofrontal regions and the subcor-
tical reward regions associated with them (Shany-Ur et al.,
2012). In contrast, the higher-level, controlled system inte-
grates social information collected over time from multiple
modalities involving complex associative deliberations. Tests
that measure these aspects of social cognition have tradi-
tionally involved making complicated, executively demand-
ing deliberations about different perspectives in a social
interaction and include higher-order theory of mind and faux
pas tests, and moral reasoning deliberations (Chiong et al.,
2013). In general, controlled social cognition requires more
recently evolved higher-order cortical networks such as the
dorsal executive-control networks and latero-anterior tem-
poral structures, which mediate complex socioemotional
semantics (Parker et al., 2005). Finally, this hierarchical
separation of social cognition into separate neurologic systems
has functional implications, as deficits in lower-level auto-
matic and higher-level controlled social cognitive processing
make independent contributions to functional outcomes in SZ
(Mancuso et al., 2011; Sparks et al., 2010). Because of the
neural and functional separation between automatic and
controlled social cognitive processes, when investigating a
pharmacological intervention to improve social cognition, it
is important to test these processes separately.

The neuropeptide oxytocin (OT) has been implicated in
bonding and sociality in mammals and when administered
intranasally to humans has powerful prosocial effects (Mac-
donald and Macdonald, 2010). In patients with autism, a
single dose of OT improves facial affect recognition (Guas-
tella et al., 2010). There is also a burgeoning literature on the
role of OT in SZ. In healthy subjects, peripheral OT levels
increase after entrusting a secret to an experimenter. How-
ever, individuals with SZ do not show this increase and the
severity of their negative symptoms predicts their OT
response to the situation (Keri et al., 2009). Furthermore,
in patients with SZ, plasma OT levels predict the ability to
identify facial affect (Rubin et al., 2011), and cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) OT levels correlate with negative symptoms
(Sasayama et al., 2012). Moreover, three recent clinical trials
found that two (Pedersen et al., 2011), three (Feifel et al.,
2010), and eight (Modabbernia et al., 2013) weeks of intra-
nasal OT administration significantly decreased positive and
negative symptoms, although one three-week clinical trial
failed to find any effects of intranasal OT on positive or
negative symptoms of schizophrenia (Lee et al., 2013).
Together, this suggests that OT administration may be an
effective treatment for schizophrenia.

In addition to these promising effects of OTon the clinical
symptoms of schizophrenia, several studies have found that
OTadministration has positive effects on multiple aspects of
social cognition in SZ, including automatic processes such as
affect recognition (Averbeck et al., 2011; Goldman et al.,
2011), and controlled processes such as theory of mind
(Pedersen et al., 2011)). With regard to controlled social
cognition, one study found that OT administration improved
recognition of multiple emotions expressed on the face
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(Averbeck et al., 2011; Goldman et al., 2011) and another
found that OTadministration improves recognition of fearful
but not happy facial expressions (Fischer-Shofty et al.,
2013b). For controlled social cognition effects of OT admin-
istration in schizophrenia, one study found that two-weeks of
OTadministration improved some, but not all, components of
a theory of mind false belief test (Pedersen et al., 2011) and
another study found that OT administration improved
patient’s ability to recognize kin relationships although
whether this is a controlled social cognitive process is unclear
(Fischer-Shofty et al., 2013a). In addition, in a recent, small,
single-dose, between-subject design study, OT administra-
tion was found to improve high-level but not low-level social
cognition in patients with SZ (Davis et al., 2013). While early
results are promising, sample sizes have been relatively
small, no two studies have used the same measures of social
cognition, and few studies have examined the effects of OT
on both automatic and controlled social cognitive domains in
patients and matched healthy individuals simultaneously,
which would allow for the specificity of OT effects to be
determined.

In order to elucidate the effects of OT on distinct aspects
of social cognition in individuals with SZ, we performed a
randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, cross-over
investigation examining OT’s effects on automatic and con-
trolled social cognition in male patients with chronic SZ and
age-matched healthy controls (HC). Given the heterogeneity
of effects of oxytocin on social cognition in previous studies in
schizophrenia, the neural and functional separation between
automatic and controlled social cognitive processes, and the
paucity of studies investigating the effects of OTadministra-
tion on controlled-social cognition in schizophrenia or that
include matched healthy controls, we examined the effects
of OT administration on automatic and controlled social
cognition in patients with SZ and HC.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Twenty-nine patients (average age 44.6 years) with a chronic
psychotic disorder (22 with SZ and seven with schizoaffective
disorder) and 31 age-matched HC (average age 42.5 years)
were recruited from across the San Francisco Bay Area. All
diagnoses were established with the Structured Clinical
Interview for DSM-IV (SCID) administered by trained clinical
interviewers. Patients were clinically stable and on a stable
dose of psychiatric medications for at least one month and
throughout the study. Patients on mood stabilizers were
excluded in order to minimize patient heterogeneity and
because of unclear relationships between mood stabilizers
and the OTsystem (You et al., 2001). HC had no Axis I DSM-IV
disorder within the last year based on their SCID. All parti-
cipants were in good general health, had no neurological
disorders or substance dependence within the last 6 months,
and had a negative urine toxicology test at each visit. We
recruited only male participants in order to minimize inter-
subject variation as OT administration may have sexually
dimorphic effects (Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2011). Written
informed consent was obtained from each participant, and
the Committee on Human Research at the University of
California, San Francisco, approved study protocols.

2.2. Design and procedures

We used a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled,
cross-over design, with the two testing days separated by
at least one week. On each test day, 40 IU of OT (Novartis,
Switzerland) or saline placebo (PCB) was self-administered
via nasal spray by alternating insufflations every 15-s
between each nostril over a 5-min timeframe (Feifel
et al., 2010) until the entire 1 mL volume was administered.
At least 5 sprays per nostril were administered which resulted
in about 100 mL per spray. This dose has been effective in
improving social cognition in patients with SZ in previous
studies (e.g., Feifel et al., 2010). Intranasal administration
has been proposed to deliver OT to the brain via two possible
mechanisms: (1) intra-neuronal uptake by the olfactory or
trigeminal nerves; and (2) extra-neuronal passive diffusion
into the CSF through perineural clefts in the nasal epithelium
(Veening and Olivier, 2013). Vasopressin enters the CSF of
humans within 10 min following intranasal administration,
and levels continue to increase for at least 80 min (Born
et al., 2002). Given the molecular similarity between OTand
vasopressin, CSF OT levels are believed to remain high for
several hours after intranasal administration in humans.
Testing began 30 min after administration of OT because at
this delay, healthy subjects have shown robust OT-induced
behavioral and physiological responses in previous studies
(Macdonald and Macdonald, 2010).

2.3. Measures

2.3.1. Social cognition assessments
Participants were assessed with the ‘‘Reading the Mind in the
Eyes Test’’ (RMET) and ‘‘The Awareness of Social Inference
Test’’ (TASIT). Within these tasks, we usedmeasures assessing
functions related to person perception and rapid social cue
detection to index ‘‘automatic’’ social cognition and mea-
sures requiring more intensive, complex processing involving
integration of multiple distinct non-social and social cogni-
tive functions to index ‘‘controlled’’ social cognition.

The RMET was chosen for the current study because: it
measures the ability to label mental states based only on
viewing subtle affective facial expressions; it has beenwidely
used in healthy and patient populations including SZ (Bora
et al., 2009); and OT administration has improved perfor-
mance on this task in healthy (Domes et al., 2007) and
autistic individuals (Guastella et al., 2010). Subjects select
mental states depicted in 36 photographs of the eye region of
faces from four options (Baron-Cohen, 2001). Although the
mental states depicted in the task are semantically complex
(e.g., ‘‘jealous’’), the RMET does not require further inte-
gration of that state with other social cues or contextual
information to identify the broader social implications of that
mental state (e.g., who the person is jealous of and why)
(Baron-Cohen, 2001). Thus, we categorized the RMET as an
index of automatic social cognition. Scores range from 0 to 36
questions correct.

In TASIT, participants make social inferences after viewing
video clips of actors engaging in social scenarios of various
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types and complexity. TASITwas chosen because it has good
test—retest reliability and discriminant validity (McDonald
et al., 2006) in patients with neuropsychiatric illness, and it
was designed to separately test multiple levels of social
cognitive processing. Validated alternate forms of the stimuli
were used on each test day and order was randomized
between participants. TASIT is divided into three parts each
testing a progressively more complex aspect of social cogni-
tion: Emotion Evaluation Test (EET), Social-Inference Minimal
(SI-M), and Social Inference Enriched (SI-E). For detailed
description and further discussion of the categorization of
the various components of the TASIT see Supplementary
materials.

In the EET, actors depict an emotion in a dynamic realistic
way using non-verbal cues (e.g., body language, facial
expression, and tone of voice), while speaking from non-
emotional, neutral, scripts. Participants choose the emotion
displayed by the actor from a list of 6 potential emotions and
neutral. This task was categorized as an index of automatic
social cognition because it requires no further deliberation or
integration about the actor’s thoughts or intentions. Scores
range from 0 to 14 questions correct.

The SI-M comprises vignettes that represent everyday
conversational exchanges between two people. The partici-
pant must use non-verbal cues or paralinguistic information
to correctly understand the otherwise ambiguous dialog. In
sincere exchanges (SIN), speakers mean exactly what they
say. The SIN items have been used as a control task in a
previous study (Shany-Ur et al., 2012), and patients with SZ
have demonstrated normal performance on the SIN items
(Kern et al., 2009). Therefore, we used the SIN score as a
control task to demonstrate that patients could understand
and perform general task requirements. In simple sarcasm
exchanges (SSR), the speaker means the opposite of what
they say and uses paralinguistic cues to emphasize their
actual meaning. Because the SSR requires immediate social
cue detection (i.e., participantsmust intuit whether the actor
is being sarcastic or sincere based on their body language,
affect, andprosodybutnot onpreviously obtained information
about the situation) to identify the speaker’s meaning, we
categorized it as an index of automatic social cognition. Scores
range from 0 to 40 questions correct for SI-M.

The SI-E comprises vignettes with enriched contextual
information to help the viewer fully comprehend the speak-
er’s state of mind, intentions, and emotional state. Half of
the clips depict a ‘‘white lie’’, where the main speaker
attempts to hide information from another character. The
other eight clips depict complex sarcasm, where the main
speaker emphasizes the truth through both paralinguistic and
contextual cues. Each video includes additional visual or
verbal contextual information (a physical object or a dialog),
equally distributed, that helps viewers determine the speak-
er’s and listener’s actual beliefs or opinions. At the end of
each clip, participants answer four yes—no questions regard-
ing the speaker’s true belief (‘‘think’’), intention (‘‘do’’),
what the speaker intended the listener to comprehend from
their speech (‘‘say’’), and the speaker’s emotional state
(‘‘feel’’).

Interpreting these insincere statements, whether the
speaker is telling a white lie or being sarcastic, requires
deciphering the speaker’s intention, a complex process rely-
ing on integration of semantic and syntactic comprehension,
contextual and paralinguistic information processing, prag-
matic knowledge, visual perspective taking, emotion read-
ing, and theory of mind (ToM). Thus, the various subscales of
SI-E require complex processing to decode speakers’
thoughts and intentions based on extended social transac-
tions and were therefore used as measures of higher-level,
controlled social cognition (Shany-Ur et al., 2012). Scores
range from 0 to 64 questions correct for SI-E.

2.3.2. Calculation of automatic and controlled social
cognition composite scores
Based on our and others’work (Mancuso et al., 2011;McDonald
et al., 2006; Shany-Ur et al., 2012; Sparks et al., 2010), we
analyzed the following components: (1) automatic social cog-
nition—measuring theability to reademotional cues invoices,
faces, and body language (composed of RMET; EET; and SSR
scores); (2) controlled social cognition — measuring compre-
hension of indirectly expressed emotions, thoughts, inten-
tions, and based on complex integration of social contextual
information in dialog and interpersonal behavior (composed of
SI-E ‘‘think visual’’; ‘‘think verbal’’; ‘‘do’’; and ‘‘feel’’ items,
reflecting a composite score previously used in cognitively
impaired patients(Shany-Ur et al., 2012)); and (3) control task
—composed of SIN scores. Cronbach’s Alpha showed inter-task
convergence was 0.69 for automatic social cognition and 0.77
for controlled social cognition, suggesting that the organiza-
tion of the tasks into these subcomponents was meaningful.

2.3.3. Symptom severity
We administered the Positive And Negative Symptom Scale
(PANSS) to a subset (N = 19) of patients. This is a symptom
scale that assesses the positive and negative symptoms of SZ
(Kay et al., 1987). A limited number of patients were admi-
nistered the PANSS because this measure was not implemen-
ted until later in the study.

2.3.4. Medications
In order to quantify patient’s antipsychotic and anticholiner-
gic burden, we calculated cogentin and chlorpromazine
(CPZ) equivalents for patients using a standardized conver-
sion table (Andreasen et al., 2010). This was done to both
better describe our patient population and to explore
whether medication dosages interacted with OT effects.

2.4. Data analysis

Differences between groups in demographic factors were
examined using independent sample t-tests for continuous
variables and chi-square tests for categorical variables. In
order to investigate our primary hypothesis that OT would
have differential effects on controlled versus automatic cog-
nition in SZ and HC, we performed a mixed factorial ANOVA
with two within-subject factors: drug (OT and PCB) and task
(automatic and controlled social cognition); and onebetween-
subject factor: group (SZ and HC). For this primary analysis, p
was set at <0.05. To examine the nature of the overall
Drug � Task � Group interaction, we conducted tests of
Drug � Group interactions separately within each task (auto-
matic, controlled). Next, this was followed-up with an exam-
ination of the Drug effect within each Group (SZ, HC). Finally,
in secondary analyses, we conducted repeated measures
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ANOVAs with Drug (OT, PCB) as within subjects factor across
each subscale item to examine the effects of OT on these
subscales separately in patients with SZ and HC. Given the
number of comparisons per group in these secondary analyses
(k = 8), we used a Benjamini and Yekutieli (B—Y) correction for
family-wise error (Narum, 2006) to control for multiple com-
parisons (adjusted a = 0.0184). For exploratory analysis of
possible moderators of OT’s effects on social cognition and
exploratory analyses for additional subscales, see Supplemen-
tary material. SPSS version 21.0 (IBM Inc.) was used for all
analyses.

3. Results

3.1. Sample characteristics

Demographic and clinical information for participants with SZ
and HC is presented in Table 1. SZ and HC groups were similar
in mean age and ethnicity. Although SZ were significantly less
educated than HC, education was not correlated with per-
formance on either automatic or controlled social cognition
( p’s > 0.29).

3.2. The effects of oxytocin on automatic and
controlled social cognition in individuals with and
without schizophrenia

In our primary analysis, we found a significant
Drug � Task� Group interaction, F(1, 58) = 8.75, p = 0.004,
Cohen’sd = 0.78 (Fig. 1).Wealso foundamain effect forGroup
(F(1, 58) = 45.85, p < 0.001) reflecting the fact that patients
with SZ showed worse performance overall compared to HC’s
on our tests of social cognition, but no significant main effect
for Drug (F(1, 58) = 2.94, p = 0.09). To follow up on these
Table 1 Demographics and clinical information.

Schizophrenia patients
(N = 29)

Mean/N SD/%

Demographics
Age (years) 44.6 10.7
Range 23—61 —
Education Level 13.7 2.1
Race
Caucasian 8 27.6%
African American 7 24.1%
Latino/Hispanic 3 10.3%
Asian American 10 34.5%
Other 1 3.4%

Clinical symptoms (N = 19)
Positive 16 4.1
Negative 15.9 5.2
General 31.4 9.5

Medications equivalents
Cogentin 0.3 0.5
Chlorpromazine 312 319
Antidepressants 5 —
results, we then examined the effects of OT on automatic
and controlled social cognition in separate models.

3.2.1. Oxytocin effects on automatic and controlled
social cognition
3.2.1.1. Automatic social cognition. For low-level, auto-
matic social cognition, we found no significant Drug� Group
interactions for the composite score or for any of the five
subscales (Table 2). Thus, OT does not impact automatic social
cognition and does not have a differential effect for SZ and HC.

3.2.1.2. Controlled social cognition. For high-level, controlled
social cognition, we found a significant Drug� Group interac-
tion (F(1, 58) = 8.55, p = 0.005) for the composite score. Thus,
OT appears to have differential effects on controlled social
cognition in SZ and HC. In follow-up analysis, we indeed found
a significant Drug effect for SZ, (F(1, 28) = 12.39, p = 0.001), but
not for HC, reflecting the fact that OTadministration selectively
improved performance on controlled social cognition in patients
with SZ. In our secondary analyses, we found that OT signifi-
cantly improved performance for SI-E ‘‘think’’ verbal, F(1,
28) = 7.16, p = 0.01 and ‘‘say’’, F(1, 28) = 7.64, p = 0.01 sub-
scales in patients with SZ. In contrast, OT administration was
only associated with a trend toward worse performance on the
SI-E ‘‘feel’’ scale, F(1, 30) = 4.85, p = 0.04) and had no signifi-
cant effect on any other subscale in HCs. This overall pattern of
results remained the same when we adjusted for order of drug
administration in our main analytic models.

3.3. Control task

Groups did not significantly differ in performance on the
control task (F(1, 59) = 0.04, p = 0.85) indicating that
patients were capable of understanding literal, truthful
remarks and were able to manage the various non-specific
Healthy controls (N = 31) p-Value

Mean/N SD/%

42.5 14.1 0.53
20—64 — —

15.2 1.9 0.008
0.24

16 51.6%
6 19.4%
4 12.9%
5 16.1%
0 0.0%

— — —
— — —
— — —

— — —
— — —
— — —
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Figure 1 Oxytocin and social cognition composite scores. Notes: SZ = schizophrenia patients, HC = healthy controls. Social cognition
scores are in mean % correct for both composite scores (automatic, controlled) with standard error bars. SZ are significantly impaired
on both automatic and controlled social cognition on both OTand PCB as compared to HC (F(1, 58) = 45.85, p < 0.001). OTselectively
improves controlled social cognition in patients with SZ (Drug � Group � Task interaction p = 0.004).
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requirements of TASIT such as following the dialog, remem-
bering instructions, etc. We found no significant
Drug � Group interaction (F(1, 58) = 0.72, p = 0.40) indicat-
ing that OT did not affect either group’s ability to understand
literal, truthful remarks.
Table 2 Social cognition measures.

Tasks Schizophrenia patients

Placebo Oxytocin p-Value
(drug)

Cohe
d

Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)

Automatic social
cognition

3.4(12.3) 63.6(13.7) 0.90 0.03

RMET total 64.7(12.5) 64.5(15.4) 0.92 0.03
TASIT EET 63.8(17.5) 63.5(16.0) 0.93 0.02
TASIT SI-M simple
sarcasm

61.7(19.9) 62.9(21.6) 0.80 0.07

Controlled social
cognition

67.9(10.6) 73.5(10.2) 0.001 * 0.93

TASIT SI-E ‘‘think’’
items visual cues

71.1(19.2) 78.0(21.8) 0.14 0.40

TASIT SI-E ‘‘think’’
items verbal cues

66.4(23.6) 75.9(11.5) 0.01 * 0.85

TASIT SI-E ‘‘do’’
items

67.7(13.5) 70.7(13.9) 0.33 0.26

TASIT SI-E ‘‘feel’’
items

67.2(11.8) 72.8(12.4) 0.06 0.51

TASIT SI-E ‘‘say’’
items

64.2(12.4) 71.6(12.0) 0.01 * 0.73

Control task 83.3(15.5) 85.0(15.1) 0.65 0.12

Notes: (B—Yadjusted a). Means refer to percent correct values. Drug � G
* p � 0.0184,
3.4. Manipulation checks

Our blinding procedure was adequate with groups not differ-
ing from chance in their guess of when they received OT (SZ:
65.2%, p = 0.26; x = 4.62, HC: 37.0%, p = 0.28; x = 3.38).
Healthy controls p-Value
(Drug �
Group)

n’s Placebo Oxytocin p-Value
(drug)

Cohen’s
d

Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)

78.5(8.5) 80.9(8.7) 0.18 0.35 0.42

72.9(10.1) 74.2(10.0) 0.42 0.21
78.1(10.3) 78.6(10.3) 0.84 0.05
84.4(16.6) 90.0(13.9) 0.19 0.34

84.9(9.9) 83.5(8.9) 0.43 0.20 0.005 *

88.7(11.8) 86.3(10.4) 0.47 0.19

85.5(13.3) 87.1(13.1) 0.56 0.15

82.1(15.5) 84.1(13.1) 0.56 0.15

85.5(11.9) 79.6(13.4) 0.04 0.56

79.6(13.4) 80.6(14.0) 0.74 0.09

84.4(19.1) 81.3(18.0) 0.47 0.19 0.40

roup � Task interaction p = 0.004 with effect size Cohen’s d = 0.78.
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Interestingly, patients with SZ did correctly guess which day
they received OT more often than HC but this difference was
not significant (x = 3.746, p = 0.053). The order of drug
administration was not significantly different between
groups (x = 0.545, p = 0.46) or from chance (x = 2.41,
p = 0.12). We also conducted an Order � -
Drug � Task � Group analysis and found that there was no
significant interaction (F(1, 56) = 0.001, p = 0.98), indicating
that order did not moderate our main finding. For the RMET,
which used the same stimuli on both tests days, there were no
order effects ( p’s > 0.3). No participant experienced any
negative side effects.

4. Discussion

Our data indicate that a single dose of intranasal OT signifi-
cantly improved higher-level, controlled, but not lower-
level, automatic, social cognition in male individuals with
SZ, but not in HC. Specifically, OT administration improved
patients’ performance on multiple sub-components of con-
trolled social cognition, including the ability to represent
others’ verbalized opinions and to understand deceitful and
sarcastic counterfactual verbal communication, but did not
improve patients’ rapid, automatic, social cognitive abil-
ities, defined as the ability to read emotional states from
the face, behavior, and tone of voice. Furthermore, OT had
no effect on the performance of HC on any of these tasks,
except for trends toward improving performance on themore
challenging items of a test of recognition of mental states
from faces, and worsening their performance on one sub-
component of controlled social cognition. Overall, the find-
ings for patients with SZ are clinically promising because
emerging research indicates that high-level, controlled
social cognitive abilities as measured by the same tasks used
in the current study (i.e., SI-E) are associated with better
quality of life and real-world social functioning (Horan et al.,
2012; Mancuso et al., 2011), lower personal distress, and
higher levels of engagement in recreational activities (Sparks
et al., 2010) in patients with SZ. Our data highlight the
potentially complex effects of OT on different aspects of
social cognition, and support the exploration of intranasal OT
as a potential adjunct treatment to improve controlled social
cognition in SZ.

4.1. Social cognitive deficits in schizophrenia

Individuals with SZ in our sample were impaired on both
automatic and controlled social cognition. In SZ, deficits in
controlled social cognition, such as those measured by the SI-
E, are separable and partially distinct from non-social cog-
nitive deficits and are generally stable across the course of
the illness (Green et al., 2012). Indeed, patients with recent-
onset psychosis, unaffected family members, and individuals
at ultra-high risk for developing psychosis (Bora and Pantelis,
2013), all have significant deficits in ToM, an important
aspect of controlled social cognition, suggesting these def-
icits may be an endophenotype for SZ. Consistent with our
findings, patients with prodromal, recent-onset, and chronic
SZ are impaired at recognizing sarcasm (Kern et al., 2009) and
white lies in the SI-E compared to age-matched controls
(Green et al., 2012). Furthermore, deficits on these tasks
correlate with positive and negative symptoms (Green et al.,
2012), show good 12-month test—retest reliability, and
strongly predict occupational and social functioning (Fett
et al., 2011) 12 months after assessment (Horan et al.,
2012). Given our finding that OT administration improves
performance on these tasks and the strong relationship
between SI-E performance and functional outcomes, chronic
OT administration may help to improve controlled social
cognition and real-world social behavior of patients with SZ.

4.2. Potential mechanisms of oxytocin’s effects

The specific neurocognitive mechanisms of OT’s salutary
effects in SZ are unknown. Non-mutually exclusive possibi-
lities include the following. First, OT may improve patients’
working memory for social stimuli (e.g., improving the ability
to track the intentions of multiple actors simultaneously). In
support of this hypothesis, OT receptor knockout mice show
deficits in recognizing familiar mice that are reversed by OT
infusion (Hammock and Young, 2006). Second, OT may
increase patients’ interest in social interactions to the point
where they are more likely to remain cognitively engaged,
even when complex social processing is required (i.e.,
increased social salience). Indeed, OT administration to
humans has been found to modulate activity in reward-
related brain regions (Strathearn et al., 2009). Third, OT
may improve other non-social cognition that in turn supports
patients’ social cognitive abilities. As evidence, previous
research indicates that OT administration to patients with
SZ improves verbal memory (Feifel et al., 2012) and that OT
administration to healthy individuals improves memory for
negative social stimuli (Weigand et al., 2013). Consistent
with this, our findings suggest that OT improved performance
on social tasks requiring semantic processing and episodic
memory (i.e., SI-E), but not on tasks that did not require such
abilities (e.g., SSR and EET). Further research is necessary to
elucidate the relative contributions of these separate
mechanisms toward improving controlled social cognition
in patients with SZ.

4.3. No effects of oxytocin on automatic social
cognition in patients

It is not clear why OT administration had effects on con-
trolled, but not automatic, social cognition in patients,
particularly because previous studies have found positive
effects of OT administration on various aspects of social
cognition, including automatic processes such as affect
recognition (Averbeck et al., 2011; Fischer-Shofty et al.,
2013b; Goldman et al., 2011), in patients with SZ (Pedersen
et al., 2011). However, consistent with our findings, a recent,
small, single-dose study, found that OT administration to
patients with SZ improved a composite score of high-level
social cognition including the sarcasm items from the SI-E but
not a composite score of low-level social cognition including
the white lies items of the SI-E (Davis et al., 2013). These
discrepant results may be explained by previous studies
including both male and female patients, using different
dosages of OT, and not excluding patients on mood stabili-
zers. Furthermore, several prior studies did not make the
distinction between automatic and controlled social
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cognition, which may be an important distinction based on
the work of Davis et al. (2013) and the present findings.

It is also not clear why OT administration had limited
effects in the healthy comparison participants. The lack of
effect was not due to ceiling effects in either automatic or
controlled social cognition tasks. The current study did repli-
cate the finding that OT administration improves healthy
individual’s performance on the hard items of the RMET
(see Supplementary material) (Domes et al., 2007), which
is an important positive control as it demonstrates that our
healthy participants showed a meaningful response to OT
administration, consistent with the extant literature. One
factor that may explain the lack of effect on other aspects of
social cognition is dosage; we used 40 IU, while most prior
studies in healthy individuals use lower doses of 20 or 24 IU.
At high concentrations, OTcan bind to vasopressin receptors
(Manning et al., 2012). Thus, the higher concentrations of OT
used in the current study may have activated both OT and
vasopressin receptors, which could result in competing
effects. In contrast, while patients with SZ do not have
low levels of endogenous OTas a group, OT levels do correlate
with social cognition and negative symptoms with the most
impaired individuals having the lowest OT concentrations
(Rubin et al., 2011; Sasayama et al., 2012). Therefore, the
higher dose used in the current study may have specifically
helped patients with low levels of OT.

OT also modulates GABAergic, glutamatergic, and dopa-
minergic function (Rosenfeld et al., 2011). Thus, OT admin-
istration may have specific therapeutic effects through these
systems in patients with SZ who have altered functioning of
these systems due to their illness and its treatment, but not
in healthy subjects who presumably have normal functioning
of these systems. For example, antipsychotic dosage nega-
tively correlates with social cognition in SZ (Kucharska-Pie-
tura and Mortimer, 2013); if OT administration remediates
antipsychotic-induced deficits in social cognition, OTeffects
would only be seen in patients with SZ. Additionally, the
impact of OT on social cognition shows variation in healthy
individuals depending on attachment style, personality
traits, and baseline social skills (Bartz et al., 2011). For
example, individuals with worse baseline social skills improve
the most on empathic accuracy after OT administration
(Bartz et al., 2011). In our sample, greater attachment
avoidance was associated with higher OT-induced improve-
ments in automatic social cognition in patients with SZ (see
Supplementary materials). Finally, unaccounted for hetero-
geneity of SZ may explain some of the discrepant results as a
previous study found that intranasal OTreversed facial affect
discrimination deficits in SZ patients with, but not those
without, polydipsia (Goldman et al., 2011). Future studies
determining dose—response relationships and trait and state
moderators of OT’s effects in both clinical and non-clinical
populations are now needed.

4.4. Limitations

The current study has several limitations. First, our findings
are only applicable to males and may not generalize to
females. Second, we did not collect information that would
better characterize the patients (e.g., number of years ill,
hospitalizations, IQ, or whether patients with schizoaffective
disorder had the bipolar or depressed subtype). This limits
our analysis and our ability to compare our findings to other
studies. Third, only a single dose of OT was administered.
Given that the short-term effects of some psychotropic
agents can be very different from their chronic effects
(e.g., short-term anxiogenesis from selective serotonin reup-
take inhibitors versus their long-term anxiolytic effects (Kent
et al., 1998)), the implications of our findings must be
interpreted with caution. Fourth, the sample size of the
current study is modest, limiting the conclusiveness and
generalizability of our findings. While we were adequately
powered to detect medium effect-sizes, our ability to detect
small effect sizes was limited. Fifth, the effects of OT on
mood were not assessed and OT-induced changes in mood
could conceivably account for some of the current findings.
However, numerous previous studies failed to find significant
effects of a single dose of OT on mood states in healthy
individuals or patients with SZ (Macdonald and Macdonald,
2010). Finally, we did not measure relationship status, which
has been shown to influence the OT system (Grewen, 2005),
non-social cognition, or IQ. While several previous reviews
and meta-analyses suggest that cognitive deficits and IQ
cannot entirely explain the social cognitive impairment in
SZ (Harrington et al., 2005), other meta-analyses have found
that IQ, particularly in remitted patients with SZ such as
those included in the current study, correlates with social
cognitive abilities (Bora et al., 2009). Indeed, some authors
have proposed that working memory deficits or IQ (Bora
et al., 2009) could completely explain the social cognitive
deficits of SZ. However, TASIT performance has been found to
be impaired in remitted patients with SZ after controlling for
IQ (Sparks et al., 2010). As the current study was designed
with the goal of determining if OT could improve social
cognitive abilities, it was underpowered to further test
potential cognitive mediators of these effects. Thus we
remain agnostic as to whether the social deficits or OTeffects
we observed could be entirely explained by cognitive factors.
Future studies should examine if OT-induced improvements
in higher-level, controlled social cognition are mediated by
improvements in aspects of non-social cognition such as
working memory.

5. Conclusions

We found that a single-dose of intranasal OT selectively
improved multiple aspects of controlled social cognition,
but not automatic social cognition, in patients with SZ. In
contrast, OT had limited effects on social cognition in HC.
Controlled social cognitive abilities strongly predict func-
tional outcomes in individuals with SZ, and thus far have only
been improved by often resource-intensive psychosocial
rehabilitation programs (Eack et al., 2007). Our findings
suggest that these complex functions may also be amenable
to pharmacologic intervention with intranasal OT, and
further indicate that future clinical trials of OTshould assess
controlled social cognition in addition to traditional clinical
outcomes. Finally, our data raise a number of interesting
questions for future research on the neurocognitive systems
that support automatic versus controlled social cognitive
functions in SZ and their malleability in response to a single
dose of an endogenous neuropeptide.
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